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top
ten
success factors
for implementing a wallet solution

Executive summary
Worldline has put together what we think are the Top
Ten most important issues to consider when you are
looking to make your wallet vision a reality.
They focus on areas that are ‘no brainers’ – such as the need
for high levels of security and the drive for new users. They
also look at elements that are less obvious but will make a
massive difference to your success – like the need to select a
platform that will enable your business to develop and grow
in all kinds of ways you cannot now imagine.

You have all the security you need: for personal data,
interconnectivity with merchants, and to support
multi-channel payments. You will meet most global security
and compliance standards. And you can incorporate value
added elements of your own, such as loyalty programmes
and couponing.

We are confident that our Worldline Wallet will help you to
resolve all of the issues we raise and many more, delivering
the best platform for your wallet solutions. Worldline Wallet is
the only wallet you need to build your complete mobility
business: a comprehensive multi-channel platform, offering
face-to-face, cloud based, and online banking enabled
payments functionality.

Worldline Wallet is built for your business, created by
Europe’s leader in business payments, and based on 40
years’ experience working with customers all over the world
to design and deliver innovation and business success.

“ The top ten success factors for
implementing a Wallet solution”
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Think about the whole
purchase experience

Wallet is about giving your customer much more than new and convenient ways to pay for
goods on the move. It’s a genuinely disruptive innovation in customer payment habits, and
gives you the chance to offer untapped forms of extra value every time it’s used.
Couponing, loyalty rewards, product information, search
facilities, geo-localization, and identity management are the
kind of extra services that can deliver a delightful customer
experience, and make other forms of payment look one
paced and out-of- date.
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Ability to provide good additional services is a major success
factor for any wallet enabled business. Don’t let the wallet
platform you choose limit your ideas, or your competitive
edge. Make sure it will handle a wide range of new services,
and scale up to match your growth ambitions.

Don’t skimp on security
and reliability

Customer confidence in wallet security and reliability is critical, without trust, your wallet solution
simply won’t be accepted. Without trust, every sales or promotion campaign will be wasted, and
business plan delivery will always be at risk.
Some customers worry about fraud and loss of personal data if
their smartphones and tablets are stolen. Others are concerned
about virus and malware downloads, and corrupting of data
and applications. Governments around the world are putting
additional regulatory pressure on security all the time.

of security and reliability features and functions to reassure
customers and regulators, and support the reputation of
your own brand and business. A secure wallet must provide
robust personal data protection, fraud prevention, and
strong authentication. PCI-DSS certification is a core
minimum for card repositories in wallet
cloud architectures.

Choosing the right wallet must involve rigorous assessment
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Understand users manage their lives
by smartphone and tablet

Explosive growth in smartphone and tablet markets has rapidly accelerated consumer demand
for m-payments. Nowadays, customers run every aspect of their lives on the move. Why stop at
paying for goods anytime and anywhere?
Wallet is no longer a niche market for ecommerce. It’s
mainstream. And it opens up potential for a highly profitable
business. The time is right for your wallet business to
succeed, because customers have shown they are ready
to use apps to order and purchase items. The reality is
this isn’t tomorrow’s technology, it’s today’s.

Quality wallet offerings – such as seamless cutting-edge
kinematics in-app payment functions – use mobile operating
system strengths and app display capabilities to give
customers a deeply improved purchase experience, and one
they are familiar with.
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Be ready to break down
the channel barriers

Borders between in-store and online payments are changing fast, and becoming much less
relevant to people’s lives. Customers are no longer ready to be channeled in one payment
direction, they want to complete a transaction as and when it suits them.
So classic segmentation between in-store and
e-commerce channels just doesn’t make sense
anymore, and wallet solutions for the future should reflect
this change. Your wallet must be flexible, and able to work
with a range of different proximity technologies (such as 2D
barcodes, NearField Communication, Host Card Emulation,
and Bluetooth Low Energy beacons) while securely storing
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key credentials in a cloud secure vault.
Be sure your wallet platform is designed to respond to
market changes, with a partner that is thinking ahead and
helping you make the best technology decisions to suit
your business.

Refine your own
authentication strategy

The key to successful wallet solutions is to get the balance right between security and user
convenience. Clearly, security is paramount, but security standards have to work alongside
accessibility and ease-of-use factors, or customers will not be attracted to the application.
After a disappointing customer experience with 3D-Secure
e-payments, there is now a great opportunity to get that
balance right in the current wallet generation. But make sure
you think about the levels of security you require for your
business. That will determine the authentication strategy you
are looking for from your wallet platform.
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If you want to provide payment guarantee, and be diligent in
preventing fraud, you will need a wallet partner that delivers
the highest industry standards of identity and data
authentication, based on levels of transactions and use of
real-time transaction data in scoring for credit risk.

Don’t forget interoperability
and openness

As m-payments takes off, your wallet initiative will be competing with aggressive players in the
market. The challenge is to achieve critical mass for your business by rapidly recruiting users
and merchants.
One of the best tactics is to sign international
interoperability agreements to ensure smooth
payments, and find cross-border gateways for acceptance.
In order to speed up user recruitment, you will also have to
design secure ways to enroll external card account holders

from your banking sales activity.
Be sure that your wallet platform provides the flexibility and
interoperability functions that will back your growth plans.
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Keep your mind free for today’s and
tomorrow’s opportunities

Your current generation wallet must put an innovative toolkit in your reach. It is up to you to use
it to drive your m-payments business forward, initially on the basis of use cases that you know
about. But that’s not enough: your wallet should also spark new ideas for new business
lines and new ways of operating in the future.
After a few false starts, industry experts agree that we are
really now only at the beginning of the mobile wallet story. It
is almost certainly going to fundamentally change our
purchasing habits for the next decade.
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You need a platform partner to work alongside you, helping
to plan and deliver the business possibilities of future
payments, based on its commitment to innovation and its
proven knowledge about how the purchase process works.

Streamline and
secure enrolment

Enrolment is the key driver for your wallet initiative - via mobile app or online banking, for
example, self-enrolled and automatically enrolled.
well configured. Issuers should enable people to enrol in
an authentication program. At the end of the process, a
strong authentication validation is highly recommended to
ensure strong levels of security.

To optimize enrolment and prevent dramatic drop out rates,
registering forms need to be simple and well designed. For
example, minimal typing effort should be required, enabling
re-use of known and previously registered data.
Enrolment also poses a security threat, unless the process is
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Accelerate wallet adoption by designing
buzz monitoring actions and features

Customer intimacy and approval of your wallet initiative will not come from traditional surveys. Our experience is that it’s the online buzz that will determine how you’re doing, and
whether your adoption targets can be met.
In a connected world, people behave differently. They want
to exchange experiences within their own communities –
about mobile apps for example. So make sure your wallet solution is designed to pick up the buzz, with social sponsorship
and, contact list registering detection features, for example.

An experienced wallet platform partner will help you to track
your business success online, and interpret the results to get
the most out of the data.
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Assess objectively your time-to-market
primary objectives to design priorities

An average wallet project lasts from four months to not much more than 12 months. There are
many players in the market, offering all kinds of propositions, and some of them now have
mature wallet initiatives. So you don’t have the luxury of a long planning cycle or much time
to react to the market.
Quickly defining your business priorities and what kind of use
cases you want to cover is therefore imperative. Unless you
have great experience in the emerging m-business you are
going to need an experienced payment partner to help focus
your thinking.

Your partner must provide you with a full range of use cases
(in store and remote), based on live offer asset components
and a strong commitment to roadmap delivery milestones.

Worldline, No.1 in Europe
for payment services
At Worldline, connecting and
securing transactions for our
clients is what we do on a daily
basis. With our technological
expertise covering the whole
payment value chain, and with
billions of highly critical
transactions running through
our systems, we make mobile
and online transactions a secure
reality for millions around the globe.
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About Worldline
Worldline [Euronext: WLN] is the European leader in the
payments and transactional services industry. Worldline
delivers new-generation services, enabling its customers to
offer smooth and innovative solutions to the end consumer.
Key actor for B2B2C industries, with 40 years of experience,
Worldline supports and contributes to the success of all
businesses and administrative services in a perpetually
evolving market. Worldline offers a unique and flexible
business model built around a global and growing portfolio,
thus enabling end-to-end support. Worldline activities are
organized around three axes: Merchant Services & Terminals,
Mobility & e-Transactional Services, Financial Processing
Services & Software Licensing. Worldline employs more
than 7,300 people worldwide and generated 1.15 billion euros
revenues in 2014. Worldline is an Atos company.

For more information:
Please contact: infoWL@worldline.com

worldline.com
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